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The Blood Doctor
Smooth Talkin' Stranger
From New York Times bestselling historical romance author Lorraine Heath comes Lord of Wicked Intentions, the third and
final chapter in the compelling Lost Lords of Pembrook trilogy. The young, innocent victim of his uncle’s madness, Lord Rafe
Easton has learned not to depend on others, much less fall in love. So when he spies the fiery Miss Evelyn Chambers, an
earl’s illegitimate daughter, his intentions are anything but noble. Miserable as Rafe’s mistress, Evelyn believes that Rafe
will never declare his love for her—or will he? Emotional and romantic, Lord of Wicked Intentions is a sensual caper filled
with carefully drawn characters and a plot filled with passion, intrigue, and scandal that will leave you breathless.

Nowhere Near Respectable
New York Times bestselling author and historical romance legend Mary Jo Putney delights readers with this meticulously
researched and page-turning story in her sensual Lost Lords series… After the death of his sweetheart when he was at
university, Daniel Herbert buried his grief in medical studies and his passion for healing. Viewed as a saint by those who
know him, in his own mind he never quite manages to live up to his own high standards. Most men would be thrilled to
learn they've inherited a title and estate from a distant relative, but Daniel is appalled because the burden of wealth will
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interfere with his medical calling. Warily he accepts that he must enter society and seek a wife—a sensible woman who can
oversee his properties, leaving him free to continue his work. He does not expect to become intoxicated by a woman called
the Black Widow, who is as mysterious as she is shockingly beautiful… Jessie Kelham’s looks have always been a curse.
Now alone with a young daughter and a perilous secret, she is in need of protection. But dangerously attractive Daniel
Herbert is not the kind of husband she has in mind. If he recognizes her, the demons of her past will surely erupt. Yet they
cannot keep apart—and soon they are drawn into a union that may bring joy—or shattering danger… “Adventure, passion
and pure reading pleasure!” —Jo Beverley

She Tempts the Duke
With the end of the Sith Wars, the Jedi are convinced that the Sith have been destroyed, unaware that Darth Bane, the
creator of the "Rule of Two," survives and is preparing in secret to build a new Sith Order, with which he plans to rule with
his new apprentice at his side, in the sequel to Path of Destruction. Reprint.

Once a Scoundrel
Saints, Vol. 2: No Unhallowed Hand covers Church history from 1846 through 1893. Volume 2 narrates the Saints’ expulsion
from Nauvoo, their challenges in gathering to the western United States and their efforts to settle Utah's Wasatch Front.
The second volume concludes with the dedication of the Salt Lake Temple.

The Nursery Rhymes of England
"The Grand Sophy is my absolute favorite Georgette Heyer! Sophy is witty, charming, and an unforgettable heroine." —New
York Times bestselling author Eloisa James Georgette Heyer is known as the "Queen of Regency Romance". When Lady
Ombersley agrees to take in her young niece, no one expects Sophy to sweep in and immediately take the world by storm.
Sophy discovers that her aunt's family is in desperate need of her talent for setting everything right: Cecelia is in love with
a poet, Charles has tyrannical tendencies that are being aggravated by his grim fiancee, her uncle is of no use at all, and
the younger children are in desperate need of some fun and freedom. By the time she's done, Sophy has commandeered
Charles's horses, his household, and maybe even his heart. The Georgette Heyer Signature Collection is a fresh celebration
of an author who has charmed tens of millions of readers with her delightful sense of humor and unique take on Regency
romance. Includes fun and fascinating bonus content—a glossary of Regency slang, a Reading Group Guide, and an
Afterword by official biographer Jennifer Kloester sharing insights into what Georgette herself thought of The Grand Sophy
and what was going on in her life as she was writing.
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The Odyssey of Homer
New York Times bestselling author Mary Jo Putney continues her stunning Lost Lords series with this stirring, sensual story
of a rebellious nobleman drawn to a lovely widow with a shocking past. As the sole remaining heir to the Earl of Daventry,
Alexander Randall knows his duty: find a wife and sire a son of his own. The perfect bride for a man in his position would be
a biddable young girl of good breeding. But the woman who haunts his imagination is Julia Bancroft--a village midwife with a
dark secret that thrusts her into Randall's protection. Within the space of a day, Julia has been abducted by her first
husband's cronies, rescued, and proposed to by a man she scarcely knows. Stranger still is her urge to say yes. A union with
Alexander Randall could benefit them both, but Julia doubts she can ever trust her heart again, or the fervent desire Randall
ignites. Yet perhaps only a Lost Lord can show a woman like Julia everything a true marriage can be. . . Praise for Loving a
Lost Lord "Intoxicating, romantic and utterly ravishing. . ." --Eloisa James "Entrancing characters and a superb plotline. . ."
--Publishers Weekly, starred review "Will leave readers smiling, breathless, and anxiously awaiting the next adventure. . ."
--Library Journal, starred review

Changing Planes
Okay. Harken to my tale. Once upon a time (a couple of years ago) there were these brothers who had a bunch of really
successful podcasts, and they decided to do a new podcast with their dad, where they all played D&D together as a family,
and lo, this new podcast was called The Adventure Zone, and verily did it get downloaded over 10 million times, and wow
did it totally eat the brains of all who listened, because: It was just. That. Rad. AND THEN did these guys team up with artist
Carey Pietsch, and make a graphic novel where the weirdly sweet and brilliant but also super SUPER vulgar and honestly
kind of bizarre story of The Adventure Zone got adapted into a goofy, innovative, and compelling graphic novel! Let no man
deny that it was the best idea ever, right? Reader, we're publishing it.

Whitethorn Woods
Loving a lost lord: Battered by the sea, Adam remembers nothing of his past, his ducal rank, nor the shipwreck that almost
claimed his life. However, he's delighted to hear that the golden-haired vision tending his wounds in his wife. But Mariah
Clarke has a secret--and a passion begun in fantasy has become dangerously real and completely irresistible.

Loving A Lost Lord
Mary Jo Putney's riveting Lost Lords series unleashes a high stakes royal plot--which may prove easier for Damian
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Mackenzie to handle than his own unruly desire. . . He's a bastard and a gambler and society's favorite reprobate. But to
Lady Kiri Lawford he's a hero--braver than the smugglers he rescues her from, more honorable than any lord she's ever
met, and far more attractive than any man has a right to be. How can she not fall in love. . .? But Damian Mackenzie has
secrets that leave no room in his life for courting high-born young ladies--especially not the sister of one of his oldest
friends. Yet when Kiri's quick thinking reveals a deadly threat to England's crown, Damian learns that she is nowhere near
as prim and respectable as he first assumed. . .and the lady is far more alluring than any man can resist. . . Praise for
Loving a Lost Lord "Intoxicating, romantic and utterly ravishing. . ." --Eloisa James "Entrancing characters and a superb
plotline. . ." --Publishers Weekly, starred review "Will leave readers smiling, breathless, and anxiously awaiting the next
adventure. . ." --Library Journal, starred review "Romance at its best!" --Julia Quinn

A Lady's Guide to a Gentleman's Heart
An exciting new Regency Historical Romance series! Graham, Lord Blakemore, was believed to be lost at sea as a boy.
While his mother, Lady Agatha, has never given up hope of finding her son again, others-eager for the title and the wealth
that accompanies it-have been conspiring to have him declared dead against Lady Agatha's wishes. Her only ally in the
house is her late husband's ward, Miss Beatrice Marlowe. But when a dark-haired stranger arrives on their doorstep claiming
to be the lost heir to Castle Black, the plots and schemes of those who would have the castle for themselves take a dark
and even more sinister turn. An orphan when she came into the care of the late Lord Blakemore, Castle Black is the only
home Beatrice has ever known. Its occupants are her family. This stranger, who claims to have lost his memory of his life
there, threatens the order of all that she knows and holds dear. And yet, she is both drawn to him and strangely compelled
to believe his claim. Beatrice finds herself torn between her desire for him and her belief that, if he is the lost lord of Castle
Black, he is far above her reach. Graham is no ordinary gentleman, bound by the rules of a society he has spent his life far
removed from. He's willing to face not just the danger that lurks within the walls of Castle Black, but anyone who stands
between him and what he wants. He has returned to claim his destiny and, for him, Beatrice is part of that. While all else
has been forgotten, he knows her to the depths of his soul. More than the castle itself, more than the strangely familiar and
rugged land it sits upon, she is his home and he means to claim her.

Mary Jo Putney Bundle: Nowhere Near Respectable, Never Less Than A Lady, Loving a Lost
Lord,
They're here. They ride. The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse. Born of a match between good and evil, four siblings stand
between hell's minions and everything they want to destroy. They are the Lords of Deliverance, and they have the power to
ward off Doomsday . . . or let it ride . . . ROGUE RIDER Jillian Cardiff came to this remote mountain town to forget the demon
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attack that almost killed her. Instead, she rescues-and falls for-a gorgeous stranger who has no memory of anything other
than his name. Handsome, charming, and protective, Reseph seems like the kind of man whom Jillian can trust. But with
hints of a troubling history of his own, he's also the kind of man who can be very dangerous . . . Reseph may not know why
he mysteriously appeared in Jillian's life, but he knows he wants to stay. Yet when Jillian's neighbors are killed, and demon
hunters arrive on the scene, Reseph fears that he's putting Jillian in danger. And once it's revealed that Reseph is also
Pestilence, the Horseman responsible for ravaging the world, he and Jillian must face the greatest challenge of all: Can they
forget the horrors of a chilling past to save the future they both desire? 100,000 words

Lord of Wicked Intentions
Salamandastron
Scoundrels of Skullport adds TWO new expansions to the Lords of Waterdeep board game -- Undermountain and Skullport -inspired by the vast dungeon and criminal haven under Waterdeep. Players can choose to include one or both expansions in
a Lords of Waterdeep game. The expansions also allow the addition of a sixth player. The Skullport expansion adds a new
resource to the game: Corruption. The Undermountain expansion features bigger quests and more ways to get adventures.
Scoundrels of Skullport also includes new Lords, new Buildings, and set-up materials for a sixth player.

No Longer A Gentleman
Master storyteller J. V. Jones (called "a striking writer" by Robert Jordan) weaves an unforgettable tale of ambition, betrayal,
and the indomitable strength of the human spirit. This epic fantasy of enormous scope, set on a world peopled by
fascinating, compelling characters, is a sharply observed saga of a cold, splintered world on the brink. A thousand years
ago, war shook the land. Now, chaos has erupted. Clans vie for dominance; dangerous, arrogant clan chiefs urge their
followers into frenzied battles, killing each other and plotting the defeat of their rivals despite those among them who seek
unity. But for all the vicious contention among the clans, a darker threat comes from Spire Vanis, a city with a black heart of
evil, whose rulers have long sought to control the clanholds. In the midst of the chaos, a few extraordinary people wrestle
with personal demons: A born killer with only love and loyalty in his heart; a young woman whose mystical destiny is
shrouded in her unknown past; a young man betrayed by his own brother; and a clanswoman who would do anything to
save her folk. Each alone seeks only survival, but together they hold the keys to a world's salvation. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
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Promise Me Forever
On the outside, Lauren Fairfield appears the very picture of cool, contained nobility and blueblood British sophistication.
Inside, however, she longs for Tom, the charming rogue she loved—and lost. Now a sinfully handsome would-be gentleman
has arrived in London—and Lauren nearly swoons when she realizes it is her Tom, grown to magnificent manhood. He has
come to claim his lost title as Earl of Sachse . . .and to fulfill an oath once made by two young lovers beneath a long-ago
moon, a scandalous promise no proper lady would dare honor. Lauren could never love a staid and stifling lord, and Tom's
future is the aristocracy. So she will teach him their ways before she exits his life forever. But the wildness she adored still
lives in Tom's heart—and he will not rest until he proves to the proud, resisting beauty that "forever" is a promise that must
be kept . . .

The Adventure Zone: Here There Be Gerblins
This art-filled sourcebook about aberrations in the D&D world takes a comprehensive look at bizarre monsters and the
heroes who fight them. Illustrations.

Rogue Rider
". . . what distinguishes Beverley's writing is the depth of compassion and human understanding." ~Kim E Power The
Duchess of Belcraven committed a folly, and bore her husband another man's child. But Lucien was a third son, so all was
patched over. Then the two older boys drowned, leaving disaster. Now, over twenty years later, the duke learns he has a
legitimate daughter—Beth Armitage, a child of his blood—and he compels Lucien and Beth to marry. Lucien, now the
arrogant ducal heir, is devastated to learn he is not his father's child and that the only way to his fortune is through his
unwilling bride: an independent schoolteacher raised in the principles of the Rights of Women. Can there be any common
ground? From The Publisher: Author Jo Beverley is known for her consumate attention to historical detail that wisks the
reader back in time to a near first-hand experience. Fans of Regency romance and historical British fiction set in the 19th
century, as well as readers of Jess Michaels, Mary Balogh, Christi Caldwell, Stephanie Laurens, Madeline Hunter and Mary Jo
Putney will want to read every book by Jo Beverley. Romance Writers of America RITA Award, Winner Best Regency
Romance, Romantic Times "vivid and mesmerizing characters . Top notch Regency reading pleasure." ~Romantic Times
"reading about these two intelligent, strong people was such a treat." ~All About Romance

Sometimes a Rogue
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LORDS, LADIES & BABIES: A REGENCY ROMANCE SET WITH LITTLE CONSEQUENCESfeatures heroes and heroines who's
happily ever afters are "helped" along by six little bundles of joy.The Duke's Surprise by Meara Platt: Cheyne Lyon, Duke of
Mar isn't surprised when his wastrel brother dumps a wife and baby on his doorstep, but Jennifer is intelligent, nurturing,
and sweet, just the sort Cheyne could love, if only she wasn't already taken. When unsavory strangers come around looking
for a runaway young lady, Cheyne realizes Jennifer isn't who she claims to be, and he isn't about to give her up. The Scot's
Bairn by Tabetha Waite: Damaris Honeywell suffers from an unwanted betrothal. Her solution? Ruin her reputation. But one
night with a handsome Scotsman leads to certaincomplications that can't be ignored. When Callum Murray, Laird
O'Donogue encounters her again, he intends to show her that they are meant to be.The Earl of Sin by Tammy Andresen:
The Earl of Sinclair vowed never to marry again. But when a pretty spinster befriends his daughter, he begins to wonder.The
Perfect Little Marquess by Annabelle Anders His father dies before turning forty. His oldest brother, the original heir, turns
up his toes at the age of two and thirty. And this year, the spare is killed most suddenly in a duel. Things aren't lookin good
for this second spare turned heir. The new duke of Warwick needs a son And Quickly!The Substitute Lover by Merry Farmer
Lord Benedict Killian needs an heir of his own blood as fast as possible, but he has no intention of marrying. Disgraced Miss
Meg Wallace needs money, and a lot of it, to start a new life. Agreeing to a deal to conceive a child for Benedict to pass off
as his own seems like an easy solution for both of their problems. Until the red-hot passion between them proves
irresistible.Wooed in Winter by Scarlett Scott The Marquess of Haven has finally decided to do his duty and settle upon a
bride, preferably before the new year begins. What better place to find her than a country house party? There's just one
problem, and she's the beautiful widow who once owned his heart. Surely there's no harm in indulging in one night of
passion with her to get her out of his mind. But Haven is about to discover old habits are hard to break, especially when the
consequences last forever

A Sword from Red Ice
“A fantastical travel guide, reminiscent of Gulliver’s Travels,” from a narrator with “the eye of an anthropologist and the
humor of a satirist.” —USA Today Hailed by Neil Gaiman as “a master of the craft” and Margaret Atwood as “a
quintessentially American writer,” Ursula K. Le Guin is at her entertaining, thought-provoking best in this collection of
ingeniously linked stories. Missing a flight, waiting in an airport, listening to garbled announcements—who doesn’t hate that
misery? But Sita Dulip of Cincinnati finds a way to bypass the long lines, the crowded restrooms, the nasty food, the
whimpering children and domineering parents, the bookless bookstores, the plastic chairs bolted to the floor. . . . With a
kind of twist and a slipping bend, easier to do than to describe, Sita travels not to Denver but to Strupsirts, a picturesque
region of waterspouts and volcanoes. Or to Djeyo, where she can stay for two nights with a balcony overlooking the amber
Sea of Somue. This new method of “changing planes” enables Sita to visit bizarre societies and cultures that sometimes
mirror our own . . . and sometimes open doors into the thrillingly alien. A New York Times Notable Book and Los Angeles
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Times bestseller, featuring illustrations by Eric Beddows, Changing Planes is your boarding pass to fifteen worlds that are
vintage Le Guin, from a recipient of the PEN/Malamud Award for excellence in the art of the short story.

The Royal Rogue
Notorious, handsome, and decadent, the Lords of Vice prowl the glittering ballrooms of Regency London— breaking rules
and hearts with equal aplomb. But even the wildest rogue must eventually meet his match Seduce Lady Juliana Ivers and
then cast her aside: Those are his sister's instructions. Alexius Braverton, Marquess of Sinclair—known as Sin to the ton—is
happy enough to oblige, especially when he catches a glimpse of his target. Juliana is completely unlike the empty-headed
chits who barely hold his attention for a week. A true gentleman would leave her to find a worthy suitor. But then, a Lord of
Vice would never claim to be a gentleman. Juliana is expected to marry well to improve her family's finances, even if she
secretly longs to make a living through her musical compositions. A dalliance can only complicate matters, though not even
practical Juliana can help succumbing to the aptly named Sin. But one unforgettable night will draw her into a scandalous
affair—and a seduction begun as sport will soon become deliciously, dangerously real

The Lost Lord of Castle Black
A tale of forbidden romance, adventure, and unprecedented betrayal awaits you in The Royal Rogue. Let your heart pound
to the rhythm of clashing swords and thundering hooves in this adrenaline fueled adventure. Set within the fabled city of
Nevaharday, the story begins with Jaycent Connor, a reluctant prince who refuses to assume his father's title after a
mysterious illness took his parents lives. The lords of the land couldn't sway the prince to ascend the throne and assume his
rightful place as ruler. The harder they tried, the farther the prince seemed to drift into a realm of apathy and solitude. Then
the nightmares began. Terrible, brutal dreams that crossed the threshold into reality as the prince found himself waking up
to the wounds he had sustained in his sleep. Rest became impossible as the life of Nevaharday's only heir teetered in the
balance. Healers were baffled, their remedies useless. So Prince Connor took matters into his own hands. He sought the
help of an outlawed band of horse folk known as “the gypsies.” Particularly, a green eyed beauty named Levee Tensley.
Together they unravel the truth. The prince was never ill. Neither were his parents. It all led back the magic and lies of an
illusionist bent on seizing his kingdom and extinguishing the Connor line. However, the more they uncover, the more they
wonder: can they stop him? Or are their efforts too little, too late? Whether you're a fantasy connoisseur, horse lover, or
casual reader, Carlton's debut novel will have you enchanted from the first paragraph to the very last page. Her race of
“horse folk” are original, charming, and so believable, they will pull you right into the story.

Darth Bane
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In the first of a dazzling series, Mary Jo Putney introduces the Lost Lords--maverick childhood friends with a flair for defying
convention. Each is about to discover the woman who is his perfect match--but perfection doesn't come easily, even for the
noble Duke of Ashton. . . Battered by the sea, Adam remembers nothing of his past, his ducal rank, nor of the shipwreck
that almost claimed his life. However, he's delighted to hear that the golden-haired vision tending his wounds is his wife.
Mariah's name and face may not be familiar, but her touch, her warmth, feel deliciously right. . . When Mariah Clarke
prayed for a way to deter a bullying suitor, she didn't imagine she'd find the answer washed ashore on a desolate beach.
Convincing Adam that he is her husband is surprisingly easy. Resisting the temptation to act his wife, in every way, will
prove anything but. And now a passion begun in fantasy has become dangerously real--and completely irresistible. . .
"Intoxicating, romantic and utterly ravishing. . ." --Eloisa James "Gentle humor, exotic elements, compelling, flawless prose,
and irresistible characters caught in a sweet, sensual dilemma will leave readers smiling, breathless, and anxiously awaiting
the next adventure in Putney's new "Lost Lords" series. Readers. . .are in for a rare treat; fortunately, there are more
delicacies to come! Putney writes some of the most sensitive, exquisite historicals in the field." --Library Journal (starred
review) "The enchanting first Lost Lords novel confirms bestseller Putney as a major force in historical romance. . .
Entrancing characters and a superb plot line catapult this tale into stand-alone status." --Publishers Weekly (starred review)
"If you loved the Fallen Angels, you'll adore the Lost Lords: men who formed unbreakable bonds while at a school for boys
of "good birth and bad behavior." Only the incomparable Putney could bring them to life and have readers yearning to be
close to such dynamic heroes and the women who tame them." --Romantic Times (4 1⁄2 stars)

All Night with a Rogue
Urthstripe the Strong, a wise old badger, leads the animals of the great fortress ofSalamandastron and Redwall Abbey
against the weasel Ferahgo the Assassin and his corps ofvermin.

The Grand Sophy
A New York Times Bestseller "Love, longing, and rich scenes of daily life. What could be sweeter than a trip to an Irish
village packed with robust native characters." —The Christian Science Monitor When a new highway threatens to bypass
the town of Rossmore and cut through Whitethorn Woods, everyone has a passionate opinion about whether the town will
benefit or suffer. But young Father Flynn is most concerned with the fate of St. Ann’s Well, which is set at the edge of the
woods and slated for destruction. People have been coming to St. Ann’s for generations to share their dreams and fears,
and speak their prayers. Some believe it to be a place of true spiritual power, demanding protection; others think it’s a
mere magnet for superstitions, easily sacrificed. Father Flynn listens to all those caught up in the conflict, as the men and
women of Whitethorn Woods must decide between the traditions of the past and the promises of the future.
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Twice Tempted by a Rogue
“Putney’s endearing characters and warm-hearted stories never fail to inspire and delight.” —Sabrina Jeffries An outcast on
the high seas . . . The son of a proud naval dynasty, Gabriel Hawkins was born to command the sea, until he leaves the
Royal Navy in disgrace and is disowned by his family. As captain of his own ship, he’s earned his living in ways both legal
and illegal, and his experience makes him the best choice to ransom an aristocratic beauty captured by Barbary pirates.
Having avoided the traps of convention and marriage, Lady Aurora Lawrence is horrified by the prospect of spending her life
as a harem slave. Her only hope of escape is a quiet, steely captain who has a history with her captor—and who will do
anything to free Rory. Together they undertake a dangerous mission through troubled waters—and encounter another kind
of danger as attraction burns hot within the close confines of his ship. But even if they endure the perils of the sea and
enemy lands, can their love survive a return to England, where the distance between a disgraced captain and an earl’s
daughter is wider than the ocean? Praise for the Rogues Redeemed series “A compelling story that neatly balances
dangerous adventures and passionate romance.” —Booklist “A thrilling, romantic tale.” —Bookpage, Top Pick of the Month
“Putney’s multifaceted and well-developed characters add depth to this romance, which is complete with the trials of war
and the promise of future series installments.” —Publishers Weekly

Not Always a Saint
When the very well-bred Miss Sarah Clarke-Townsend impulsively takes the place of her pregnant twin, she is abducted by
kidnappers, Rob Carmichael must come to her rescue. Original.

Lords, Ladies and Babies
Loving a Lost Lord In the first of a dazzling series, Mary Jo Putney introduces the Lost Lords—maverick childhood friends
with a flair for defying convention. Each is about to discover the woman who is his perfect match—but perfection doesn't
come easily, even for the noble Duke of Ashton. . . Battered by the sea, Adam remembers nothing of his past, his ducal
rank, nor of the shipwreck that almost claimed his life. However, he's delighted to hear that the golden-haired vision
tending his wounds is his wife. Mariah's name and face may not be familiar, but her touch, her warmth, feel deliciously
right. . . When Mariah Clarke prayed for a way to deter a bullying suitor, she didn't imagine she'd find the answer washed
ashore on a desolate beach. Convincing Adam that he is her husband is surprisingly easy. Resisting the temptation to act
his wife, in every way, will prove anything but. And now a passion begun in fantasy has become dangerously real—and
completely irresistible. . . Never Less Than A Lady New York Times bestselling author Mary Jo Putney continues her stunning
Lost Lords series with this stirring, sensual story of a rebellious nobleman drawn to a lovely widow with a shocking past. As
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the sole remaining heir to the Earl of Daventry, Alexander Randall knows his duty: find a wife and sire a son of his own. The
perfect bride for a man in his position would be a biddable young girl of good breeding. But the woman who haunts his
imagination is Julia Bancroft—a village midwife with a dark secret that thrusts her into Randall's protection. Nowhere Near
Respectable Mary Jo Putney's riveting Lost Lords series unleashes a high stakes royal plot—which may prove easier for
Damian Mackenzie to handle than his own unruly desire. . . He's a bastard and a gambler and society's favorite reprobate.
But to Lady Kiri Lawford he's a hero—braver than the smugglers he rescues her from, more honorable than any lord she's
ever met, and far more attractive than any man has a right to be. How can she not fall in love. . .? No Longer a Gentleman
Grey Sommers, Lord Wyndham, never met a predicament he couldn't charm his way out of. Then a tryst with a government
official's wife during a bit of casual espionage in France condemns him to a decade in a dungeon, leaving him a shadow of
his former self. Yet his greatest challenge may be the enigmatic spy sent to free his body--the only woman who might heal
his soul. Cassie Fox lost everything in the chaos of revolution, leaving only a determination to help destroy Napoleon's
empire through her perilous calling. Rescuing Grey is merely one more mission. She hadn't counted on a man with the stark
beauty of a ravaged angel, whose desperate courage and vulnerability thaw her frozen heart. But a spy and a lord are
divided by an impassable gulf even if they manage to survive one last, terrifying mission. . .. Sometimes A Rogue. . . Even
the most proper young lady yearns for adventure. But when the very well bred Miss Sarah Clarke-Townsend impulsively
takes the place of her pregnant twin, it puts her own life at risk. If the kidnappers after her sister discover they've abducted
Sarah instead, she will surely pay with her life. . . Rob Carmichael survived his disastrous family by turning his back on his
heritage and becoming a formidable Bow Street Runner with a talent for rescuing damsels in distress. But Sarah is one
damsel who is equal to whatever comes. Whether racing across Ireland with her roguish rescuer or throwing herself into his
arms, she challenges Rob at every turn.

Irresistible Forces
Saints: The Story of the Church of Jesus Christ in the Latter Days: Volume 2
"Putney's endearing characters and warm-hearted stories never fail to inspire and delight." --Sabrina Jeffries Rogues
Redeemed As heir to a title and great wealth, Will Masterson should have stayed home and tended his responsibilities.
Instead he went to war. Now, after perilous years fighting the French, he intends his current mission to be his last. But all
his plans are forgotten when he arrives in the small mountain stronghold of San Gabriel and meets her. Knowing herself to
be too tall, strong, and unconventional to appeal to a man, Athena Markham has always gloried in her independence. But
for the first time in her life, she finds a man who might be her match. Two of a kind, too brave for their own good, Athena
and Will vow to do whatever it takes to vanquish San Gabriel's enemies. For neither will back down from death, and only
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together can they find happiness and a love deeper than any they'd dared imagine. . . Praise for New York Times Bestselling
Author Mary Jo Putney's Lost Lords series "Exquisitely and sensitively written." --Library Journal, starred review "Rich with
historical detail and multifaceted characters." --Publishers Weekly, starred review "Intoxicating and not-to-be missed."--RT
Book Reviews (4 1⁄2 Stars, Top Pick) "Classic Putney--engaging characters, entertaining story, a delightful read!"
--Stephanie Laurens

Never Less Than A Lady
Sometimes it’s best to leave the past alone. For when biographer Martin Nanther looks into the life of his famous greatgrandfather Henry, Queen Victoria’s favorite physician, he discovers some rather unsettling coincidences, like the fact that
the doctor married the sister of his recently murdered fiancée. The more Martin researches his distant relative, the more
fascinated—and horrified—he becomes. Why did people have a habit of dying around his great grandfather? And what did
his late daughter mean when she wrote that he’s done “monstrous, quite appalling things”? Barbara Vine (a.k.a. Ruth
Rendell) deftly weaves this story of an eminent Victorian with a modern yarn about the embattled biographer, who is
watching the House of Lords prepare to annul membership for hereditary peers and thus strip him of his position. Themes of
fate and family snake throughout this teasing psychological suspense, a typically chilling tale from a master of the genre.
From the Trade Paperback edition.

Not Quite a Wife
Grey Sommers, Lord Wyndham, never met a predicament he couldn't charm his way out of. Then a tryst with a government
official's wife during a bit of casual espionage in France condemns him to a decade in a dungeon, leaving him a shadow of
his former self. Yet his greatest challenge may be the enigmatic spy sent to free his body--the only woman who might heal
his soul. Cassie Fox lost everything in the chaos of revolution, leaving only a determination to help destroy Napoleon's
empire through her perilous calling. Rescuing Grey is merely one more mission. She hadn't counted on a man with the stark
beauty of a ravaged angel, whose desperate courage and vulnerability thaw her frozen heart. But a spy and a lord are
divided by an impassable gulf even if they manage to survive one last, terrifying mission. . .. Praise for Loving a Lost Lord
"Intoxicating and not-to-be missed." --Romantic Times (4 1⁄2 Stars, Top Pick) "Rich with historical detail and multifaceted
characters." - Publishers Weekly, starred review "Exquisitely and sensitively written." --Library Journal, starred review
"Romance at its best!" --Julia Quinn

Commentaries on the Laws of England
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Acclaimed author Mary Wine proves that romance is never hotter than amid the rugged castles of distant Scotland. . .
Brawny and brave, Hayden Monroe is a laird in need of a wife and the beautiful Elspeth Leask shall be his. But he must bed
her to wed her--and fully satisfy her deepest desires. . . Praise for the Novels of Mary Wine "A wonderful summer read." --RT
Reviews on My Fair Highlander "Readers. . .will be glued to the passion, humor, escapades, and court intrigue till the very
last page." --Publishers Weekly on Improper Seduction, starred review "Mary Wine's In A Warrior's Bed is as sexy and
exciting as the highland hills themselves! --Elizabeth Hoyt, USA Today bestselling author Mary Wine writes to reassure
herself that reality really is survivable. Between traffic jams and children's sporting schedules, there is romance lurking for
anyone with the imagination to find it. She spends her days making corsets and petticoats as a historical costumer. Beware,
if you send an invitation marked ‘formal dress', she just might show up wearing a bustle.

An Unwilling Bride (The Company of Rogues Series, Book 2)
Returning to his ancestral home on the moors of Devonshire after his good friend is murdered, Rhys St. Maur looks for
salvation in the arms of a lovely innkeeper, who dares him to face his past.

Lords of Waterdeep Expansion
USA Today bestselling author Lorraine Heath pens the simmering story of two star-crossed souls who find a passionate love
under the expansive Texas sky. Serena Hamilton has never had a one-night stand, but the supreme loneliness she feels
after the loss of her husband drives her to a bar and into the arms of a sexy stranger. Afterward, she's racked by guiltor at
least she knows she should be. But there's something about her one-time lover that makes her think they may share more
than just out-of-control chemistry. Hunter Fletcher isn't a commitment kind of guy, but the woman he meets at the honkytonk stirs a new kind of longing. A covert operative for the CIA, Hunter carries his share of secrets. But when they intersect
with Serena's tragic past, he fears she won't want to know the truthor that once she does, the only woman he's ever loved
will leave him forever.

Stealing the Bride
“Heath steals your heart, then takes you on a journey that will leave you torn between tears and joy.” —Christina Dodd New
York Times bestselling author Lorraine Heath writes sweet temptations—richly, deliciously passionate, high concept
historical romance in the vein of Lisa Kleypas and Liz Carlyle. With She Tempts the Duke, Heath kicks off another enthralling
series, this time following the fortunes of the Lost Lords of Pembrook—three dark and dangerous noble brothers imprisoned
and robbed of their inheritance, but free now and determined to reclaim their birthright. Set in England during Victoria’s
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reign, She Tempts the Duke is the enthrallingly romantic story of Sebastian, who fled to battle, and his return to London, a
hardened soldier, drawn to the beautiful, brave lady who helped him and his brothers escape their captivity.

Mary Jo Putney's Lost Lords Bundle: Loving a Lost Lord, Never Less Than A Lady, Nowhere
Near Respectable, No Longer a Gentleman & Sometimes A Rogue
"Putney's endearing characters and warm-hearted stories never fail to inspire and delight." --Sabrina Jeffries "No one writes
historical romance better." --Cathy Maxwell Marry in haste, repent at leisure. James, Lord Kirkland, owns a shipping fleet,
half a London gaming house, and is a ruthlessly effective spymaster. He is seldom self-indulgent. . .except when it comes to
the gentle, indomitable beauty who was once his wife. Laurel Herbert gave James her heart as an innocent young girl--until
she saw him perform an act of shocking violence before her very eyes. That night she left her husband, and he let her go
without a word of protest. Now, ten years later, a chance encounter turns passionate, with consequences that cannot be
ignored. But as they try to rebuild what was broken, they must face common enemies and a very uncommon love. . .. "Of all
Putney's heroes, the Lost Lords are the most irresistible--bad boys who are so very good." --RT Book Reviews

Lords of Madness
Christi Caldwell's brand-new Regency book, "A Lady's Guide to a Gentleman's Heart" is sure to fill your heart with cheer and
warmth this winter season! Don't miss out on the long-awaited second book in The Heart of a Scandal series!! Honor
demands he give her up- Heath Whitworth, Marquess of Mulgrave and heir to a dukedom, is honorable to his handsome
bones. When his mother insists he spend the holidays dancing attendance on Lady Emilia Aberdeen, he has no choice but to
do the gentlemanly thing. For years, Heath has harbored feelings for the lady, but he knows exactly why his best friend
jilted Emilia years ago, and that secret makes a happily ever after for Heath and Emilia an impossibility. Love demands she
follow her heart- Heartbroken after the man she loved ended their betrothal, Lady Emilia Aberdeen, is quite content to live a
spinster’s life penning an anonymous column that offers guidance to young ladies. Except, the more she is thrown into Lord
Mulgrave’s company, the more she sees that the proper, always-aloof gentleman is also charming, clever, and
inconveniently attractive. Emilia discovers maybe it is possible to love again but with secrets between them, Heath will face
his greatest challenge yet: loving Emilia Aberdeen or letting her go. Other Books in The Heart of a Scandal series: Prequel
Novella: In Need of a Knight Book 1: Schooling the Duke Book 2: A Lady's Guide to a Gentleman's Heart

The Rake
New York Times bestselling authors Mary Jo Putney, Jo Beverley, and Lois McMaster Bujold join forces with award-winning
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authors Catherine Asaro, Jennifer Roberson, and Deb Stover in this all-new anthology of original stories proving that love
can conquer alleven the boundaries of time and space. From sixteenth-century Britain to the farthest reaches of outer
space, from medieval adventures to tales of inter-galactic love, here is a compilation that explores the wonderfully kinetic
forces that lovers share—forces too great to resist

Once a Soldier
A man's past doesn't have to map his fate, especially when a woman holds the key to his destiny in this timeless novel by
New York Times bestselling author and legend in historical romance Mary Jo Putney. . . Disinherited and disgraced, Reginald
Davenport's prospects cried for a dire end. But fate has given him one last chance at redemption--by taking his rightful
place as the heir of Strickland, his lost ancestral estate. Davenport knows his way around women, yet nothing prepares him
for his shocking encounter with Lady Alys Weston. Masquerading as a man in order to obtain a position as estate manager
of Strickland, Alys fled a world filled with mistrust and betrayal. She was finished with men--until Strickland's restored owner
awakens a passion she thought she would never feel. A passion that will doom or save them both. . .if only they can
overcome their pasts. . . "An enduring classic. . .a towering landmark in romantic fiction that is quite simply the very best of
the best." --Romantic Times "No one writes historical romance better." --Cathy Maxwell
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